our team won’t be able to do much without the report/log of activity you mentioned below. I don’t see that in my email. Has it been sent yet?

MIT Libraries
mit ed
http//libraries.mit.edu/scholarly

From: [mailto:reich@ithaka.org]
Sent: Sunday, December 26, 2010 11:02 PM
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: MIT Abuse Recurrence

Good Evening,

We have identified activity this evening around 9:00 pm that resembles the abuse of the JSTOR archive previously reported on 9/25-9/26 and 10/9 of this year.

The activity is originating from 18.55.6.240, and we believe that it may be from the Dorrance Building on the MIT campus. We will be suspending the Class C range 18.55.6.* and monitoring closely for additional activity, suspending access as necessary.

We are requesting that every effort be made to identify the individuals responsible and to ensure that the content taken in this incident and those previously mentioned is secured and deleted. A detailed report of the activity and the content acquired will follow.